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THINGS THAT MATTER
•

What are the Things That Matter most to capital
markets and the forces driving economic change?
Below we highlight various key investment themes
that will drive capital markets in 2015 and beyond.
Among several great inflection points, expectations for
higher interest rates and the impact of the rotation to
an asynchronous global expansion driving economic
dispersion top our list of Things That Matter.

• Global growth of 3.3% should accelerate to 3.7% in
2015, even as Europe and Japan are growing less
than half the rate of North America. Low interest rates
and falling energy prices are a significant tailwind to
global growth in 2015. Pent-up demand in housing
and capital investment also support accelerating
economic growth and job creation in North America.
• Core inflation risk is increasing as slack diminishes,
although lower commodity prices may temporarily
relieve increasing cyclical pressures. Lower oil prices
may temporarily lower inflation, but is not a reason to
increase quantitative easing. In fact, the actual boost
to growth may be a reason to defer anticipated
European QE. We believe promoting low and stable
global inflation can extend the economic expansion.
• Global bond markets are significantly overvalued as
government yields have overshot on the downside.
The Federal Reserve needs to normalize interest
rates soon that will likely trigger a correction in U.S.
government bonds and drag Canada along too. While
we expected U.S. bond yields to rise further in 2014,
the decline in yields has only increased our conviction
of negative real bond returns until 10-year Treasuries
exceed 5.0%. The significant global debt overhang
may require a persistent risk premium in yield of at
least 0.5% over the next cycle once investors’ hunger
for yield is choked by a relentless bond bear market.
Our concern about excessively tight credit spreads
has moderated with the Q4/14 correction in high yield
and lower quality investment grade credit.
• We believe Japanese Government Bonds (JGBs),
followed by the U.S. and Eurozone bonds, are at the
greatest risk for correction based on valuation and

extended fiscal burdens. Downgrading of Japanese
debt had little impact last month, but risk of another
downgrade is increasing. Japan’s economic and
demographic challenges are amplified by its debt
burden approaching three times its GDP. Many
European countries still need to address long-term
structural deficiencies exposed during the European
debt crisis. The gap in economic growth is increasing
as Europe and Japan stall, failing to reform tax, labor
and regulatory policy. Simply devaluing currencies is
not a long-term solution to improving competitiveness,
particularly when many countries do so concurrently
• Global equities have benefited from improving profit
margins driving stronger earnings growth with various
tailwinds, including accelerating innovation containing
labor costs. The TSX Composite and S&P 500 indices
are trading near their respective historical average
Price/Earnings valuation with expected 5.6% earnings
growth for the TSX Composite and 8.1% for the S&P
500 in 2015. Canadian earnings forecasts have
already been marked down given index exposure to
declining energy and commodity prices, but the
Canadian dollar weakness also may increase
competitiveness of exports. Efforts to maintain
profitability may drive investment in oil services to
improve efficiency, but benefits of production volume
increases are still restrained given limited transport
capacity without approval of the Keystone pipeline.
• The 46% decline in WTI oil was the most significant
economic surprise in 2014. Cheaper oil prices will be
a shot of adrenalin to global growth, but also will likely
have significant geopolitical impact. We have warned
of the potential for a price correction in overvalued oil
and gold. Global consequences for producers and
consumers of oil are meaningful, as are the causes.
• We cut our tactical global equity overweight to 1% in
December as valuations are closer to equilibrium with
still low interest rates, but maintained our 2%
underweight to bonds by adding 1% to cash. We also
closed our Canadian dollar underweight to just 1%.
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OUTLOOK FOR 2015
Economic grrowth in North
h America has
s rebounded in the
final three qu
uarters, after a challenging
g first quarter was
adversely im
mpacted by U.S. fiscal sequestration
s
n, tax
increases, and
a
bad weather. The absence of such
headwinds in
n 2015 with a strong growtth trend bene
efitting
from low inte
erest rates, fa
alling energy prices, as well as
record house
ehold and co
orporate savin
ngs reinforce
es our
expectation of
o U.S. growtth rising from 2.5% to 3.3%
% this
year. U.S. Go
overnment sp
pending is now
w adding to GDP.
G
Lower comm
modity prices will limit Ca
anada’s rising
g real
growth rate in 2015 to a still rather respectable 2.7%.
2
While investment in oill services will
w likely de
ecline,
currency we
eakness and lower gasoline prices should
help. Canada’s economic
c performanc
ce would see
em to
be better tha
an perceived and trending
g well in the chart
below. On th
he other hand
d, disappointing European
n and
Japanese gro
owth has incrreased uncertainty about global
g
growth, and helped
h
streng
gthen the U.S
S. dollar.
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ed income vo
olatility should
d increase ass interest rate
es
Fixe
beg
gin to rise. W
We believe the inevitable b
bear market in
bon
nds can causse problematiic market dyssfunction give
en
the significant in
ncrease in debt issuance ssince 2009 an
nd
able liquidityy in stresse
ed
ourr concerns about availa
marrkets. Regullators must recognize tthat increase
ed
cap
pital requirem
ments for bro
oker-dealers have reduce
ed
liqu
uidity needed for efficient p
price discoverry. We seem to
havve forgotten how quickly a credit squeeze morphe
ed
into
o a credit crunch during 2
2008 with few
w buyers willin
ng
to sstep in and ba
anks unable tto ease liquidity being under
sieg
ge themselve
es.
ed as dealerss have reduce
Con
nditions have only worsene
ed
bon
nd inventoriess further. CE
EO Larry Fink of Blackroc
ck
wass outspoken about this issue recen
ntly as broke
erdea
aler inventoryy has declined due to the unintende
ed
con
nsequences o
of financial re
eform. Bond trrading remain
ns
frag
gmented and
d lacks pricin
ng transpare
ency. Financiial
refo
orm regulations have redu
uced liquidity and increase
ed
riskk to fixed inco
ome investorss with new reg
gulatory capittal
rule
es, coverage
e ratios, and
d inflexible limitations on
o
pro prietary trading, which can be difficult to differentiate
from
m principal market makking that do
ominates bon
nd
trad
ding. A bond
d bear markket is now more likely to
ove
ershoot furthe
er, as a result..

RetailSales

We continue to favor glob
bal equities ve
ersus bonds with
w a
preference for
f North Am
merican and Emerging Market
M
equities. Glo
obal growth should
s
expan
nd 3.3% in 2014,
2
accelerating toward 3.7% in 2015 and 4.0%
4
2016.
Our outlook for U.S. Trreasuries refllects the nee
ed to
normalize in
nterest rates
s, even if inflation rem
mains
relatively be
enign. The importance of normaliz
zation
increases as
s economic growth
g
stabilizes and cap
pacity
slack dimin
nishes, there
eby increasing the ris
sk of
accelerating inflation. Riisk of rising core inflatio
on is
increasing, even
e
if fallin
ng oil prices reduce hea
adline
inflation for a few months
s. Led by ce
entral banks in the
United Kingd
dom and United States, we
w expect intterest
rates will begin
b
rising before the end of Q2/2
2015.
Consensus is increasingly
y in agreement. We believ
ve the
Federal Rese
erve and Ban
nk of Canada (BoC) are alrready
late transition
ning to norma
alizing policy. Hiking U.S. policy
p
interest rates
s to even 2%
% is still stim
mulative, and
d well
below the Taylor
T
Rule’s
s implied targ
get rate of 2.5%.
2
Forward guid
dance soughtt to persuade us that crisis
s-level
monetary accommodation
n was still nee
eded, but is finally
f
yielding to ou
ur belief in the
e need for norrmalization.

Sourrce: Federal Resserve Bank of Ne
ew York.

Ourr Global Ta
actical Assett Allocation (Global TAA
A)
mod
dels imply glo
obal equity re
eturns of 7-8%
%, and negativ
ve
govvernment bon
nd returns in 2
2015, particularly for Japan,
Can
nada, and the United Sta
ates. Equity m
markets shou
uld
be relatively resiilient to rising
g interest rate
es as they were
in 1
1994 and 200
04, given still favorable eq
quity valuation
ns
and
d accelerating
g earnings. W
We expect ssector, region
nal
and
d country assset class dive
ergences to in
ncrease further
due
e to asynchro
onous rates of growth an
nd inflation, as
a
wel l as diverging
g monetary p
policy. This w
was a theme for
f
ave introduce
ed
us over a year ago. Many sstrategists ha
ersion” as a p
primary theme
e for 2015. Th
his
“inccreased dispe
imp
plies increase
ed Global T
TAA opportu
unities to an
nd
gre ater diversificcation within g
global balance
ed portfolios.
obal geopoliticcal risks rem
main significant, so it is not
Glo
surp
prising that confidence ssurveys reflecct this. Visib
ble
riskks in aggrega
ate do not se
eem to correlate with equiity
vola
atility, as mu
uch as with risk premium
ms implied by
b
inexxpensive to fair valued global equityy markets an
nd
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overvalued defensive tilts, including global bonds. While
global terrorism risk remains high, the fears of slowing
global growth and risk of deflation was the most
meaningful lately triggering episodic declines and
periods of higher equity volatility. Investors seemed
eager for an excuse to take profits without a significant
equity correction for several years. The Arab Spring,
U.S. debt ceiling downgrade, and the European
Sovereign Debt Crisis were all difficult challenges.
Shifting U.S. balance of power in Congress was
significant as the Senate flipped to Republican control.
Divided Congressional control has exacerbated gridlock
for years. We expect Congress to now move quickly on
significant legislation in many areas from correcting
Obamacare and Financial Reform, to Energy policy,
including approving the Keystone Pipeline, as well as tax
reform, including foreign earnings repatriation and
corporate income tax reform. Given President Obama
pronounced he expects to use his veto pen, we don’t
expect a Clintonesque pivot that came with Gingrich’s
1994 Contract with America. Yet, polls suggest there are
popular initiatives that have stalled in recent years.
Congress could seek to pass legislation with greater
bipartisan support to pre-empt veto threats.
Q4/2014 Market Review
Global equities performed well in 2014, better than we
had forecast, led by the S&P 500 index (C$: 24.1%)
rising to 2058, and above our year-end target of 2000.
The TSX Composite Index returned -1.5% in the fourth
quarter, but appreciated 10.6% in 2014. Canadian
equities lagged the United States by a lesser margin in
2014 than in 2013, despite underperformance of the
TSX Energy sector, which tumbled -21.4% in 2H/2014
as WTI oil prices declined -49.3% to US$53.45 BBL. In
contrast, Consumer Staples (49.1%), Technology
(35.1%), and Health Care (30.3%) performed well in
2014. Even we were surprised by the degree of
dispersion in sector returns within North American equity
markets, although consistent with our theme of an
asynchronous global expansion driving increasing return
dispersion, and thus greater portfolio diversification. The
Canadian dollar suffered with lower oil prices, declining 3.5% in the fourth quarter and -8.4% in 2014. Gold also
fell -9.9% in 2H/2014 to US$1186.
MSCI EAFE (C$: 4.3%) lagged the U.S. by a wide
margin, but Global Equities (C$: 15.2%) still exceeded
the return to DEX Universe bonds (7.6%). Lower quality
credit underperformed as credit spreads versus
government bonds widened during the last six months in
both the U.S. and Canada. U.S. High Yield (US$: -1.1%)
declined during the fourth quarter. Dispersion within
Emerging Markets was also significant. Emerging
Europe declined led by Russia and Greece, as did Latin
America, led by weakness in Brazil. Emerging Asia

outperformed MSCI EAFE (non-U.S. developed
markets), led by India, Indonesia, and China.
We expected U.S. and Canadian 10-year government
bond yields would rise toward 3.5% in 2014, extending
2013’s significant yield increase. Instead, particularly
strong foreign flows and central bank purchases of U.S.
Treasuries reversed rising bond yields. Weaker than
expected first quarter U.S. growth was attributed to the
Polar Vortex (bad weather) combined with tax hikes and
other fiscal headwinds. A strong U.S. dollar versus Yen
and Euro increased foreign appeal of 10-year Treasuries
yielding 2.2% given the spread to JGBs yielding 0.3%
and Eurobonds yielding 0.5%. Treasury fundamentals
must eventually prevail, either decoupling from Japan
and Europe or dragging yields higher in these markets.
Perhaps the most unloved and mischaracterized equity
bull market of the post-war period played out since 2009.
Looking back at U.S. 10-year annualized returns below,
we observe the return of normal relative risk premiums.
International Equity (MSCI EAFE) lagged, but this is the
cost of disappointing economic performance without
needed structural reform in Japan and Europe.
2005-2014 Large Eqty Small-cap Int'l Eqty Agg Bonds
7.7%
7.8%
4.9%
4.7%
Return

Cash
1.4%

Economic and Market Outlook
The global economy seems to be on more virtuous
footing now, led by accelerating North American and
Emerging Market economic growth expected to
accelerate to 3.7% in 2015. Low interest rates and falling
energy prices should lift discretionary spending, housing,
and capital investment. Earnings growth will benefit if
elevated profit margins can be maintained. Although this
global economic cycle is already quite mature, this cycle
should extend longer than normal, as long as inflation
remains contained. Stronger activity in Emerging Market
countries continues to complement a resilient North
American expansion to reinforce global growth.
Economic Forecasts
Canada GDP (Y/Y Real)
Canada CPI Inflation
Canadian Unemployment
10yr Government Yield
BoC Policy Rate
U.S. GDP (Y/Y Real)
S&P500 Earnings Growth
U.S. CPI Inflation (Y/Y)
U.S. Unemployment
Fed Funds Target
10y U.S. Treasury Notes
S&P 500 Target

2011
2.4
2.3
7.5
1.96
1.00
2.0
14.7
3.0
8.5
0.25
1.88
1258.

2012
1.1
0.8
7.1
1.81
1.00
2.0
6.0
1.8
7.8
0.25
1.85
1426

2013
1.7
0.9
6.9
2.77
1.00
1.9
5.7
1.8
6.7
0.25
3.00
1848.

2014e
2.5
1.6
6.5
1.78
1.00
2.5
6.7
1.7
5.7
0.25
2.17
2059.

2015e
2.7
2.0
6.0
3.10
1.50
3.3
8.0
2.5
5.3
1.25
3.30
2170.

2016e
2.8
2.5
5.8
4.40
3.25
3.3
10.0
2.8
5.4
3.25
4.50
2300.

The U.S. unemployment rate has fallen 1% to 5.6%
versus a historical average of 6.2%. Lower labor force
participation with globalization, evolving demographics,
and technological change has likely pushed up the
natural unemployment rate closer to its historical
average, rather than the 5.2-5.5% normal rate assumed
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by the Federal Reserve. Capacity utilization of 80% is
now in-line with its historical average. So, how is such a
radical departure in monetary policy justified given near
full employment with diminished excess capacity?
Capacity Utilization

rate, thus it will be difficult to keep core inflation low if
housing inflation is increasing at its recent pace of 3.8%.
US Inflation Indicators: Housing CPI
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Similarly for Canada, the 6.1% unemployment rate
compares to an 8.1% historical average, so the BoC
should be concerned about the effect of diminishing
slack evident in lower unemployment and 83.4%
capacity utilization. Capacity utilization and capital
spending growth exhibit a strong correlation of over
70%. Rising capacity utilization has been a reliable
leading indicator of increasing inflation and changes in
bond yields, which begs the question why is the Federal
Reserve maintaining aggressive monetary stimulus?
U.S. vs. Canada Unemployment
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Inflation has been low for a long time, ranging between
2-4% for the last three decades. The Federal Reserve
has promoted the idea that there is still too much slack in
the economy for inflation to increase, evidenced by a
persistent output gap. However, consumer price (CPI)
inflation should rise to 2.0% in Canada and 2.5% in the
U.S., both an uptick from 2014, but below historical
averages. We are concerned cyclical inflationary forces
will be more difficult to contain over the next three years.
The increase in weekly earnings has accelerated from
1.7% to 2.5% over the last year, and companies indicate
in surveys they are increasing pay more than in previous
years. We expect pent-up demand to drive tighter
housing inventories in 2015, supporting housing inflation.
2014 was the best year for housing starts since 2007,
and the deficit to household creation remains significant.
Housing is 32% of CPI inflation and 42% of the core

Among Things that Matter, policymakers should be more
concerned about risk of rising core inflation than
deflation, in our opinion. Deflation is defined as a general
decline in prices from reduced demand that forces
producers of goods and services to cut prices. It is a
symptom of recession. However, the benefits of low and
stable inflation are significant, and should not be
squandered, nor should we expect symmetry in targeting
inflation. The cost of high inflation is well known, from
loss of purchasing power and higher interest rates to
reduced productivity and lower profit margins. We
believe low global inflation will continue to extend the
economic expansion, already exceeding five years.
The secular stagnation hypothesis may seem an intuitive
reason for increasing deflation risk, but we believe the
root of observed disinflation lies in accelerating
innovation and technological change affecting labor,
energy intensity, and commodity demand. Disinflation
and higher unemployment is a consequence of an
industrial renaissance, communication revolution, and
aggressive policy regulation, which can be mistaken for
secular stagnation. The effect on disintermediated labor
has been difficult, resulting in higher unemployment.
Many individuals need to adapt and develop new skills to
compete in the workforce. We believe investors would
be mistaken to believe that secular stagnation has
lowered potential growth and the long-term inflation rate.
Rising labor costs and high energy prices weakened
export-dependent Emerging Market profit margins and
growth over the last three years, but the decline in oil
prices should provide a boost to all energy consumers.
Accelerating innovation and technological change has
undermined competitiveness of high labor intensive
economies, which are increasingly competing against
adaptive robotic automation. Companies like Foxconn
seek to reduce their costs, but automation is indifferent
to geography. Increased on-shoring leverages shorter
supply chains and reduced transportation costs. As
global labor cost differentials become less significant, job
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growth can increase with
h on-shoring,, but still req
quires
f these new jobs.
evolving skills and educattional needs for
The increase
e in househo
old net worth
h over this period
p
was remarka
able. Record household cash
c
deposits
s now
exceed US$10 trillion, driiving financial assets to US$67
U
trillion. Hous
sehold net worth
w
over US$81
U
trillion rose
9.1% over th
he last year, continuing
c
to benefit from stock
appreciation in retirement accounts. Strong earrnings
growth and corporate
c
buy
yback activity
y was significa
ant in
keeping equiity valuations from becomiing extended. U.S.
households and
a corporatiions have cea
ased deleverraging
with evidenc
ce credit has
s been expa
anding for se
everal
years now. Healthy
H
balan
nce sheets across
a
house
eholds
and business
ses in the U..S. and Cana
ada lower the
e cost
and increase
e access to investment capital,
c
as we
ell as
promote disc
cretionary spe
ending.
Primary conc
cerns that trig
ggered the 2011 European Debt
Crisis still have
h
not be
een resolved
d. The Euro
ozone
economy is teetering
t
on recession,
r
wh
hile many countries
with high go
overnment spending
s
rela
ative to GDP
P are
unable to cllose their bu
udget deficits to meet the
e 3%
Maastricht deficit
d
requirrement. High
h unemployment,
faltering econ
nomic growth
h and burdens
some debt re
eflects
failed tax, lab
bor, and regu
ulatory policie
es. Market refforms
were needed
d to improve
e competitive
eness. After many
failed fiscal and monettary experiments since 2008,
2
prosperity is not attained by spending taxpayers’ money,
hiking tax rates, pursuing quantittative easing
g, or
shackling ba
anks. There are
a many less
sons to learn from
Japan and Europe’s experiences and policy
p
mistake
es.
C
Japan’s Significant Challenges
Abenomics needed all Three
T
Arrows1 to be in flight
simultaneous
sly for this co
onfidence gam
me to work. While
W
foreign inves
stors embrac
ced this hop
pe and redirrected
massive flow
ws into the stock market in 2014, the hard
work of labo
or and fiscal reform
r
was never
n
tackled – an
emboldened PM Abe exte
ended his tim
me in office after
a
a
snap electio
on in Dece
ember, but the window
w of
opportunity has
h been mis
ssed. While the Bank of Japan
J
(BoJ) succes
ssfully devalu
ued the Yen
n, Japan’s pa
ath to
sustainable growth
g
will tak
ke years, eve
en after agree
ement
on structural reform. Only after great ha
ardship over many
ebt decline to a manageable level without
years will de
significant prrivatization an
nd committed reform.
The BoJ’s fo
ocus on driving up inflation increases the risk
of higher intterest expens
se and adve
ersely impactts the
value of its balance she
eet if JGB 10-year yields
s rise
materially. MUFG
M
estima
ates the bank
king system could
further suffer an estimatted ¥5.6 trillio
on loss if intterest
rates rose by
y just 1%. Gre
eece and the other PIIGS2 paid
dearly in 20
012 for allow
wing governm
ment spendin
ng to
1

Massive quanttitative easing, fis
scal policy reform
m (i.e., welfare, public
p
works, debt serv
vice), pro-growth
h reform (i.e., labo
or, tax, immigration)
2
Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece, and Spain – Frrance, too.

rsistently exce
eed income ttax revenues. It is true that
pers
fore
eign holdingss of Japanese
e debt is low
wer than in th
he
Eurrozone, but JJapan’s GPIF
F (government pension) an
nd
Jap
pan Post Holldings (savings accounts) are reducin
ng
JGB
B holdings ma
aterially.
The
e BoJ is the largest holder of over 20
0% of Japan
n’s
outsstanding debt, so losses o
on rising bond
d yields accru
ue
to taxpayers. D
Domestic ba
anks, insurers, and other
fina
ancial instituttions accoun
nt for 48% o
of government
deb
bt, which cou
uld imperil Japan’s financial system. If
bon
nd yields rise,, the interest burden could
d crush Japan
n’s
hop
pe of achievin
ng its desired
d growth. Furrther delay of a
plan
nned consum
mption tax inccrease could b
be a trigger for
f
ano
other downgra
ade. A vigilan
nte attack on JGBs remain
ns
che
eap to finan
nce with a 10-year yie
eld of 0.33%
%,
fund
damentally m
motivated with
h CPI inflation
n of 2.5% and a
rece
ently reduce
ed credit ra
ating by Mo
oody’s of A1,
A
equ
uivalent to Isra
ael, Oman, an
nd the Czech
h Republic.
Wit h other imperriled governm
ments, particularly in Europe,
statte owned inffrastructure a
and real esttate liquidatio
on
mayy be the onlyy way to payy down debt without raisin
ng
tax rates. A ffocus targeting increasin
ng inflation is
missguided and d
dangerous ass deflation riskk is a symptom
of b
broader mala
aise, not the cause. Rising
g fiscal deficiits
are adding to an
n insurmounta
able debt burd
den as Japan
n’s
eco
onomy fell ba
ack into rece
ession. For tthese reason
ns,
Jap
panese bondss are at risk for a correcction based on
o
valu
uation, fiscal imbalances, a
and another d
downgrade.
Intterest Rate
e Risk with Normalizattion
Wit h cyclical infla
ation pressurres building, m
monetary polic
cy
norrmalization be
egins with u
unwinding U.S. quantitativ
ve
eassing and hikin
ng interest ra
ates. Investorrs should focu
us
on the need forr normalizing interest ratess as econom
mic
con
nditions havve improved
d significantly since th
he
Fina
ancial Crisis more than fivve years ago. While inflatio
on
is a key driver off bond yields, it is seconda
ary to the nee
ed
for yyield curve no
ormalization, as illustrated below.

The
ere should b
be a greater gap between
n “emergenc
cy”
netary policyy stimulus ne
mon
eeded in 2008 and toda
ay.
Acrross the yield curve, intere
est rates are ssimilar to yea
arend
d in 2008, bu
ut economic cconditions co
ouldn’t be more
diffe
erent. Indica
ators such as declining unemployment
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and real GD
DP over 4.3%
% hardly sug
ggest the need to
continue eme
ergency monetary policy fit
f for the Fina
ancial
Crisis. Econo
omic conditions appear at least as robu
ust as
2004, which implies the need
n
for U.S. 10-year Treasury
% to rise abo
ove 4.5%. Pre
evious interes
st rate
yields of 2.2%
cycles comm
mencing in 199
94 and 2004 began earlierr than
consensus expected, and with CPI infla
ation below 3%.
Quantitative easing (QE-I) was productive in the midst of
the Financiall Crisis, but QE-II
Q
and QE--III have done
e little
to stimulate growth or th
he circulation
n rate of mo
oney3,
p
Now
w the U.S. ha
as withdrawn from
which has plunged.
quantitative easing,
e
but th
he ECB and BoJ are expected
to increase QE.
Q We don’tt believe QE helps with intterest
rates near 0%.
0
Low interrest rates eve
entually brok
ke the
deleveraging
g cycle with credit grow
wth averaging
g 6%
since the beg
ginning of 201
11. Low intere
est rates prom
moted
financing sh
hare buyback
ks, capital in
nvestment, and
a
a
housing recovery. Yet, continued quantitative easing
e
seems to do little more th
han extinguish interest rate risk
premiums, in
nterfere with efficient pric
ce discovery, and
reduce bond liquidity when interest rate
es are so low.

ed QE-III, th
he Federal Reserve
R
is finally
f
Having exite
looking forwa
ard suggestin
ng the inflectio
on point in intterest
rates is com
ming soonerr than previously anticip
pated,
bringing forw
ward guidanc
ce of low inte
erest rates fo
or an
extended pe
eriod to an end.
e
Investors
s still seem to be
looking back
k in time, worrried about all
a the reason
ns the
Federal Rese
erve justified its extraordin
nary policies. Even
if central ba
anks hope to maintain low
w rates, dive
ergent
economic conditions and imbalances are
a finally exp
posing
the explicit moral ha
azard of fo
orward guidance.
s that wish to
o target higher inflation should
Policymakers
consider the effect highe
er labor costs
s had on dec
clining
Emerging Market
M
profit margins and
d competitive
eness.
Global inves
stors should be
b vigilant ab
bout the impa
act of
rising yields. Bonds with
h shorter maturities or flo
oating
interest rates
s will decline less.
l

Sett for More C
Currency V
Volatility
Currrency marke
et volatility h
has been lo
ow for severral
yea
ars. For porttfolio manage
ers, currencyy effects hav
ve
bee
en modest, but tacticall opportunities for activ
ve
nagers have also been limited. Rece
man
ent U.S. dollar
app
preciation beg
gan its stead
dy rise in Aug
gust 2014, ju
ust
as the Federal Reserve indicated its inttention to win
nd
dow
wn quantitativve easing a
and the horizzon for hikin
ng
inte
erest rates came into view. Export grow
wth has slowed,
but so has imporrt growth. Decclining importt prices (-5.4%
%)
are affected by llower oil price
es and strong
ger U.S. dolla
ar.
Wh ile good forr consumers,, this force can easily be
b
misstaken as bad
d deflation.
Vol atility in curre
ency markets has increase
ed with strength
in tthe U.S. dollar, while the
e case for tthe U.S. dollar
rem
maining the w
world’s reservve currency iss stronger tha
an
eve
er. Until Japa
an and Euro
ozone countries embark on
o
nee
eded tax and structural labor reform
ms to improv
ve
com
mpetitiveness and lagging
g growth ve
ersus the U.S.
narrrows, we expect the stre
ength in the trade-weighte
ed
U.S
S. dollar should continue. R
Relative grow
wth and intere
est
rate
e differentialss favor Austrralian, Canad
dian, and U.S.
dolllar currencie
es versus th
he Euro and
d Yen. Whiile
und
derweighting the Canad
dian dollar has paid off
o
han
ndsomely verrsus the U.S
S. dollar, Can
nada’s positiv
ve
inte
erest rate diifferential and strengthen
ning econom
mic
con
nditions sugg
gest to us itt will becom
me increasing
gly
imp
portant to hed
dge our U.S. dollar exposures. We hav
ve
clossed our underweight to jusst 1% now.
Wit h rising exp
pectations tha
at the ECB is considerin
ng
assset purchasess in Januaryy, the Swiss National Ban
nk
(SN
NB) surprised everyone with probably th
he most logic
cal
poliicy shift by a central bankk in years, if o
only because it
reafffirmed mainttaining the p
policy of the fixed SFr/Euro
rate
e in Decemb
ber, and sug
ggested the SFr was sttill
ove
ervalued afterr tracking reccent Euro/US
S$ devaluation.
Desspite a relatively healthyy economy4 in Switzerlan
nd
sincce 2011 witth real GDP
P of ~2%, the SNB ha
as
exp
panded its balance sheet tto defend the 1.20 SFr/Euro
peg
g. By year-en
nd, the centra
al bank’s bala
ance sheet wa
as
hold
ding SFr500 billion or abo
out 80% of Sw
wiss GDP, an
nd
high
h relative to th
he 25% held by the Federa
al Reserve.
The
e SNB’s ann
nouncement tto no longerr hold the pe
eg
abrruptly stopped
d the expansiion of its bala
ance sheet an
nd
cau
used the Swiss Franc to rapidly app
preciate toward
1.00
0 SFr/Euro. W
ghted to welccome back th
he
We are delig
Swiiss Franc as a fre
ee-floating ccurrency an
nd
inde
ependence fo
or Swiss bond market, wh
hich has trade
ed
in lock-step w
with Eurobon
nds since tthe peg wa
as
intro
oduced in 20
011. There h
has been no
o benefit bein
ng
sub
bject to ECB policy decisio
ons. With the
e ECB about to
emb
noteworthy Q
QE journey ittself, the SN
NB
bark on a n
4

3

Velocity of Mon
ney = GDP/Mone
ey Supply

Imm
migration of high
her income house
eholds increased
d as many fled
Fran
nce to escape co
onfiscatory incom
me tax rates, irrattional incentive
com
mpensation rules, and uncompetitive private secto
or labor policies.
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chose to purrsue greater central
c
bank independence
e with
a freely traded currency and market set interest rates.
We can only wonder if Ge
ermany had th
he right to choose,
if it also migh
ht follow the SNB’s
S
lead.
Oil and Commodities
Impact of sev
vere commod
dity price chan
nges on inflattion is
usually trans
sitory. Oil prices collapsed
d 49% in jus
st the
last six montths. Broad co
ommodities (C
CRB Index: -18%)
followed suit. Falling energy prices should provide a
massive boo
ost to the glo
obal econom
my, particularlly oilimporters suc
ch as the U.S
S., South Kore
ea, Japan, an
nd the
Eurozone. Itt will be fisc
cally challenging for Canada,
Russia, Iran, Venezuela, and
a other OP
PEC members
s. We
highlighted the risk to oil prices much
h greater than
n $60
over severall years, but few anticipated this seve
ere a
correction.
Many reasons have bee
en cited for the decline in oil
prices. Some
e suggest “slu
uggish deman
nd” to describ
be the
imbalances observed, bu
ut this is ha
ardly rational with
global econo
omic growth in excess of
o 3%. Anticipated
tightening off U.S. mone
etary policy and
a
stronger U.S.
dollar has un
ndermined oil prices and other
o
commod
dities.
In our opin
nion, prices collapsed due
d
to significant
coincident market
m
supply
y and demand shocks. While
W
negative real commodity prices are offten a precurs
sor to
slowing glob
bal growth, accelerating
a
global
g
real growth
suggests to us such con
ncerns are misguided.
m
Ce
entral
bankers should look through any deflationary impa
act of
lower commo
odity prices fo
or now.

the long-run, cchanges in input prices can’t excee
ed
cha
anges in outp
put prices, th
herefore com
mmodity return
ns
can
n’t exceed inflation. Ovver the lasst 100 yearrs,
com
mmodity returns have retturned 2.5%,, equivalent to
infla
ation of 3% le
ess holding co
osts of 0.5%.
Sig nificant incre
eases in sup
pply have be
een observed,
incl uding Libya n
now producing over 700,00
00 barrels daily
on
verssus just 200,000 in July.. Iraq increassed productio
from
m 3 Mbbl to a
almost 4 Mbbl in 2014. U.S
S. oil productio
on
wass in decline after peaking
g in 1970 att 10 Mbbl un
ntil
200
08, bottoming
g out at 5.0 million. The
e U.S. is no
ow
pro ducing over 9.6 Mbbl. Th
hus, global oiil production is
incrreasing with the margina
al cost of pro
oduction fallin
ng
belo
ow $60. W
With excess production capacity from
Can
nada to the M
Middle East, th
he risk premiu
um in oil price
es
hass naturally de
eclined, and w
will be difficu
ult to restore in
the foreseeable
e future. W
While the risse of ISIS is
con
ncerning, with
hout a signifficant new geopolitical ris
sk
eme
erging, oil prrices are mo
ore likely to ttrade in a ne
ew
ran ge of $50-70
0, with a midp
point reflectivve of the actu
ual
marrginal cost of production believed to be ~$60/BBL.
U.S. Producttion of Crude Oil (Thousand BBL/D
Day)
12,0
000
10,0
000
8,0
000
6,0
000
4,0
000
2,0
000

Last datapoint: 9.6 MB
BBL/Day - Oct 2014
4

Falling oil prrices are the result of a supply shock
k and
falling dema
and due to desirable strructural force
es of
innovation and
a
increasin
ng energy efficiency.
e
Ex
xcess
global produc
ction capacity
y should limit the significan
nce of
geopolitical risk
r
premiums
s in oil prices we estimate to be
$20-30, whic
ch have pers
sisted since 2006.
2
With ex
xcess
global supply
y, we believe it is more like
ely WTI Oil should
trade in a US
S$50-70 range
e for the fores
seeable future
e.

Sourrce: EIA

Conservation
n, substitution
n, and innov
vation have driven
d
simultaneous
s gains in production and consum
mption
efficiency, increasing the imbalance in
n supply–dem
mand,
thereby drivin
ng oil and commodity price
es lower. If in
ndeed
demand grow
wth is declining in the ab
bsence of slo
owing
economic grrowth, while supply is inc
creasing, then the
adjustment in oil prices is
s likely more
e permanent. Over

The
ere are man
ny questions why oil tum
mbled recentlly.
Som
me attribute the price dro
op to the US
S shale-energ
gy
boo
om. Others cite OPEC’s fa
ailure to agree
e on restrictin
ng
sup
pply. Of coursse, the price
e of iron ore to gold, silve
er,
and
d platinum, a
as well as su
ugar, cotton, and soybean
ns
havve been fallin
ng too. The fact that co
ommodity pric
ce
decclines are so broad based suggests tthat somethin
ng

0

1920 1929 19
939 1948 1958 1967 1977 1986
6 1996 2005

Eve
en if global e
economic gro
owth remainss quite norma
al,
wea
aker energy d
demand has hinged on de
eclining energ
gy
inte
ensity, including increasin
ng efforts in conservation,
efficciency, and fuel econo
omy. Lower demand for
f
gassoline, diesel,, heating oil, natural gas, and electriciity
hass been observved. We high
hlighted rising
g fuel econom
my
req uirements ass having a significant effe
ect on gasolin
ne
dem
mand. Fuel and food subsidies h
have becom
me
exp
pensive to ma
aintain and un
ndermine effo
orts to promote
con
nservation. S
Significant fue
el subsidies in Iran, India,
Chi na, Russia, Indonesia and
d most other OPEC nation
ns
hass encourage
ed inefficient consumptio
on, but man
ny
cou
untries have already or are conssidering takin
ng
advvantage of low
wer oil prices to reduce fue
el subsidies.
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bigger is at work. Slack in demand for energy, minerals,
and agricultural products is the most common cause for
declining inflation expectations. We think something else
is causing commodity prices to fall, rooted in innovation.
Investors significantly increased the proportion invested
in commodities and other alternative investments over
the last 10 years, despite difficulty valuing commodities
and straining investment capacity. In our opinion,
investor speculation, hording, and flawed public policy
contributed to driving up global commodity prices,
particularly oil and gold. A discounted cash flow
valuation that works well for stocks and bonds cannot be
applied to commodities. However, we can compare the
price of oil to natural gas, which was at its widest spread
of 27:1 ever in 2014. The oil price equivalence of natural
gas is roughly $25/BBL, so a WTI oil price of $50 is more
reasonable. Tight excess supply encouraged speculative
investor demand that intensified over the last decade,
despite the inefficiency of including commodities in a
strategic policy allocation (i.e., 2.5% return, 12% risk).
Yet, over the long-run, rising input prices can’t exceed
changes in output prices, thus commodity price
increases can’t exceed the inflation rate. Given an
expected 2.5% return5 and a standard deviation over
12%commodities seem to be an inefficient asset class to
include in a strategic policy. Furthermore, monthly return
correlation with the CRB Index over the last 40 years
tends to be modestly positive (+4%) with respect to
equities and only slightly negative (-14%) relative to
bonds in U.S. dollars. Of course, diversification benefits
diminish for Canadian-based investors given a positive
correlation between the currency and commodity
indices. It is not be surprising the diversification benefit
of commodities tends to be overstated.

balanced portfolios. Popularity of strategies relying solely
on increasingly variable risk parameters becoming more
difficult to forecast reinforce why over-emphasizing risk
allocation over maximizing return subject to a risk budget
can be suboptimal.
Greater country and risk factor dispersion is expected
and important among Things That Matter. Significant
changes to asset class volatility and correlation risk
measures are a direct consequence of Great Inflection
Points, including a reversal in the interest rate trend and
rotation to an asynchronous global expansion. Thus, any
shift toward emphasizing risk allocation strategies over
traditional 60/40 balanced allocations, thereby more
dependent on risk parameter estimation, is concerning.
Compounding greater equity returns is significant over
long time horizons, closing any funding shortfall faster.
Equities are positively correlated with economic growth
and have less negative correlation with wage earnings
than bonds. In these exceptional times, expected bond
returns are well below their historical average (see 10year Return Expectations). With rising interest rates,
leveraging fixed income to compensate for less equity is
a bad idea7. Increasing pension liabilities are a function
of inflationary effects, plus real economic growth. Among
Things That Matter, unusually low bond returns over the
next 10 years suggest the equity-bond return differential
will be much greater than normal.
10-Year Expected Returns
12.0%
Historical Efficient Frontier
Asset Class Forecast)

MSCI EAFE

MSCI ACWI

8.0%

S&P 500

Battle Lines in Asset Allocation Preferences
Forecasting volatility and correlation are becoming more
difficult as they evolve more quickly now with many
econometric inflection points. This should increase
portfolio diversification as country and factor correlations
within asset classes decline, while return dispersion
increases. Risk allocation strategies such as risk parity
rave about being an alternative to having to forecasting
return, but what if risk parameters are increasingly
difficult to estimate? Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) has
stood the test of time for over five decades. While
refinements have sought to address certain
shortcomings6, MPT is deeply-rooted in decision making
under uncertainty with objectives rightly balancing
individual preferences between return versus risk. Over
allocation to lower volatility assets can require leveraging
bond exposures to compensate for lower return versus
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Excessive global debt issuance has driven a 40%
increase in global debt outstanding over the last six
years to US$100 Trillion, including $38.4 trillion in the
U.S. We haven’t been challenged by an extended bear
market in bonds recently, as in the 1970s. Estimates of
risk parameters are skewed toward persistently positive

5

2.5% price change plus 0.5% holding cost of a broad commodity
index is consistent with 3% inflation observed over the last 100 years
6
Including research into optimal empirical resampling this author has
developed to provide more robust strategic asset allocation solutions.

7

In 1994, Orange County declared bankruptcy due complacency about
its modestly leveraged $7.5 billion long duration bond portfolio within
ten months of the Federal Reserve beginning to hike interest rates.
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returns. Preference for yield over the last decade,
particularly of taxable investors, must be questioned.
Differential tax rates between long-term capital gains,
dividends, and interest income is too often ignored in
choosing between stocks and bonds. We expect the
significant global debt overhang may require a persistent
risk premium in yield of at least 0.5% over the next cycle
once investor yield preference is choked by a relentless
bond bear market. This could spur a Great Rotation in
asset allocation from fixed income to equities.

U.S. Debt Market ($Billions)

U.S. Debt Outstanding ($38.6 T as of Q3/2014)
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Final Thoughts
Low interest rates and falling energy prices are a tailwind
to stronger global growth in 2015. Global growth will
continue to be led by Emerging Markets and North
America – U.S., China, Korea, India, and Latin America
enjoy supportive conditions, but we continue to avoid
Russia, Brazil, Venezuela, and other OPEC oil exporters
under increasing fiscal duress. Primary 2014 headwinds
to U.S. growth has moderated, and now reversed. U.S.
profit margins should remain resilient with S&P 500
earnings growth of 9-10% in 2015. Higher U.S. interest
rates may limit any increase in Price/Earnings, but we
expect a global equity return of 7-8% this year. Below we
included a draft of our latest 10-year return forecast.
Improving confidence and a trough in declining profit
margins for Emerging Markets should encourage equity
flows and drive Emerging Market indices higher. With
compelling valuations, inflation contained, and generally
stronger economic growth than developed markets, the
case for overweighting Emerging Market valuations are
compelling and economic conditions are improving. Loss

of competitiveness has undermined profit margins since
2011, but with margin stability now, many markets are
attractive, while Russia, Brazil, and OPEC nations
should be avoided. However, lower energy costs and
interest rates suggest to us China, India, South Korea,
and Eastern European countries are most compelling.
Central bankers have used every conceivable tool to
extinguish the interest rate risk premium and drive bond
yields lower seeking to stimulate growth. Instead of
driving up wages, new jobs, and growth, QE inflated
bond prices, compelled corporations to increase debt
issuance with low interest rates, and increased inflation
risk. Investors have piled into fixed income without
regard to increasing risks. Central banking credibility has
become increasingly strained, even as policymakers
expressed concern about financial sector imbalances
they plainly exacerbated. The suggestion such
imbalances are concentrated in global equities deflects
attention from overvalued government bonds and record
debt levels that must eventually be reduced.
Central banks need room to maneuver before the onset
of the next recession or crisis, which implies real interest
rates should be positive, not negative as they are today.
Among the Things That Matter, the risk of accelerating
core inflation is increasing in North America with lower
unemployment and higher capacity utilization. Thus,
Federal Reserve needs to normalize interest rates soon,
which will likely trigger a correction in U.S. government
bonds, and drag Canada along too. We are likely
entering a period that long bonds are more risky than
equities, and fixed income leverage is perilous.
Traditional balanced 60% global equity and 40% fixed
income policy portfolios continue to perform well,
particularly relative to risk allocation and other de-risking
strategies. We expect the divergence in return-risk
performance gap between strategic policy choices will
notably increase as bonds underperform average returns
enjoyed over the last 30 years with much higher risk.
Within asset classes, we observe increasing opportunity
to tactically allocate assets and add value. With strong
performance of equity markets near record highs,
concerns about equity valuations are not surprising,
although we believe fixed income markets are of much
greater concern.
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